The Need for Dynamic Density
Aviation operations have exhibited steady long-term growth over the past several decades, and the aviation community expects this trend to continue. In addition to increasing traffic volume, many regions of the airspace will experience more dynamic trafic flows as more and more user preferences are accommodated. As a result, sector air traffic operations will become even more dynamic than they are today. management personnel use the Enhanced Traffic Management System (ETMS) 'monitor alert' parameter as a strategic planning tool to identify and predict sector traffic complexity so that strategic and tactical air traffic decisions such as flow modifications, staff planning, sector redesigns can be planned. The monitor alert parameter is based solely on aircraft count. When the number of aircraft is expected to reach a predetermined threshold for a particular sector, monitor alert delivers a red alert (i.e., high workload warning). While the number of aircraft can certainly contribute to the complexity of sector operations, it is not the only indicator, and thus does not always accurately represent the taskload experienced by the air traffic controller.
For several years, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has supported the development of a better method to measure and predict sector complexity, referred to as Dynamic Density (DD), to provide a more encompassing, useful tool for today's air traffic control environment. Aside from serving present air traffic facility functions, such a metric also has applications for advanced air traffic control concepts, including dynamic resectorization, airspace redesign, and free flight. These programs depend on the ability to accurately measure and predict sector-level traffic complexity.
In the present air traffic control system, traffic This paper reviews a multi-year, multiorganizational research effort to develop and validate several proposed DD metrics. It provides an overview of the DD metrics under consideration, the study approach to collect operational subjective data, and the development and validation of a 'best' DD metric.
Dynamic Density Definition
The term Dynamic Density is analogous to complexity or difficulty of a traffic situation. It originated in an RTCA Task Force 3 report [ 13, where it was described as "the essential factors affecting conflict rate in both en route and terminal airspace." DD can also be defined as ATC taskload, which is the basis of controller subjective workload. It is a "measure of control-related workload that is a function of the number of aircraft and the complexity of traffic patterns in a volume of airspace" [2] . For the purposes of this paper and the DD activities described herein, the term DD is defined as the collective effect of all factors, or variables, that contribute to the sector level air traffic control complexity or difficulty at any given time [3] .
Complexity Variables
The factors that contribute to sector level traffic complexity have been of interest to researchers for a long time. Mogford, Guttman, Morrow, and Kopardekar [4] identified and reviewed air traffic complexity related literature dating back to 1963. Most articles identified aircraft count, sector geometry, traffic flows, separation standards, aircraft performance characteristics, and weather as the most common factors that contribute to air traffic complexity or difficulty. Kopardekar [5] conducted a review of DD variables that different researchers and agencies identified as contributing factors to air traffic control complexity, and uncovered a common thread of primary variables. They consisted of traffic density, traffic flow characteristics, and separation standards. For the DD research described in this paper, the variables considered for analysis depended on what each participating organization's vision was of factors that affect traffic complexity. The specific variables are described in the following sections.
Research Partners
Plan (RMP) to identify all parties interested in conducting the DD research and produce a cohesive plan for doing so [6] . The RMP is a living document that provides a means for organizations to effectively use resources and eliminate duplication of effort. The DD research described in 
Methodology
Despite the fact that researchers have proposed many complexity variables and algorithms over the years, the validity of such metrics has not been examined using a large amount of operational data. In the DD study reported here, the researchers investigated the performance of four different DD metrics. These included metrics developed by the WJHTC and Titan Systems, two developed by NASA, and one originally developed by Wyndemere, but now represented by Metron Aviation.
The DD research was divided into three phases. Phases I and 11 both aimed at developing, refining, and executing a study to collect a large sample of subjective complexity rating data from controllers and supervisors at multiple Air Route Traffic Control Centers (ARTCCs) across the country. Phase III was the data analysis portion of the research effort, which involved the coding of the proposed metric variables into an en route decision support tool, the generation of DD output, and the comparison of the DD output to the complexity ratings, both in instantaneous and predictive modes.
Phase I
Phase I served as a pilot study for the multiCenter data collection planned for Phase 11. The intent of Phase I was to refine the experimental approach for gathering complexity ratings from controller and supervisor participants. Phase I was performed at Denver Center (ZDV) in October 1999.
Phase 11
data collection at four ARTCCs: Atlanta Center (ZTL), Cleveland Center (ZOB), ZDV, and Fort Worth Center (ZFW). The DD researchers collected a total of 72 thirty-minute samples of traffic data from a total of 36 high and low sectors.
Using Systematic Air Traffic Operations Initiative replays, they collected complexity ratings every two minutes for each of the traffic samples from a total of 72 controllers and supervisors, resulting in over 6400 ratings.
Phase I1 consisted of a large-scale operational
Phase 111
the following questions:
Phase 111 was performed to primarily answer Can a DD metric(s) accurately capture complexity? Is a DD metric(s) reliable/persistent for predicting complexity starting 2 hours out?
In order to do this, the first activity in Phase 111 was to extract the proposed DD variables fiom the ETMS data. The ETMS data was used as the input for calculating DD variables because it is currently used for predicting the monitor alert parameter. The researchers selected the Collaborative Routing Coordination Toolset (CRCT) developed by MITRE CAASD to produce the DD output. They selected this tool because of its ability to ingest ETMS data, and because it contained a trajectory modeler, essential to the computation of many of the metric variables.
After coding the metrics, MITRE CAASD programmers extracted ETMS data corresponding to the traffic sample dates and times during which complexity ratings were collected and ran it through the metrics in CRCT to produce DD output values. They then gave the data to the research partners to address the following objectives: The instantaneous DD calculations were performed at 2-minute intervals (corresponding to the same two-minute intervals at which complexity ratings were provided) for each of the 30-minute traffic samples. The predicted DD calculations were performed at 2-minute intervals up to 120 minutes prior to actual traffic sample times. models were constructed for the four candidate metrics: WJHTC and Titan metric, two NASA metrics, and one WyndemereMetron metric. Additionally, a unified model comprised of all variables from all four metrics was also developed.
develop the DD metric(s). Results from other methods will not be reported here, but the researchers are continuing efforts to use non-linear regression, neural nets, and other methods to improve the DD models. Only results of initial regression analysis are reported in this article.
Using the fust group of 60 traffic samples, DD
The researchers used a regression method to 
Description Of DD Metrics

NASA Metric I
For details of the calculations, readers are encouraged to refer to Chatterji [7] .
The 
WASP
The squared difference between the heading of each aircraft in a sector and the direction of the major axis of the sector, weighted by the sector aspect ratio. Using the first group of 60 traffic samples, Since a unified metric performed the best under all conditions, only results pertaining to the unified metric are reported from this point on. The regression results for the unified metric are presented in Table 6 . The results depict the significant variables and their corresponding weights (beta values) and level of significance.
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Table 6. Regression Equation Output
Model Testing only. Additionally, the R value for the first group of data is higher for the DD based model than the aircraft count based model. Note: CSRATING refers to controller and supervisor complexity ratings.
Results for Instantaneous DD Predictions
A performance assessment of the unified DD metric was conducted using the second group of data. The graph of the DD values, complexity ratings, and a model based on only aircraft count indicates that the DD model follows the complexity ratings better than the model based on aircraft count DD output and the actual complexity ratings. 62.7% of the observations from the second data group are within 1 unit difference from the actual complexity ratings and 23.1% of the observations match the ratings exactly. Less than 10% of the differences are greater than 2 units. Table 8 shows the comparison between the performance of the DD based model and the aircraft count based model for predicting complexity ratings for the second data group. The results indicate that the mean absolute difference, Root Mean Square (RMS) difference, and standard deviation of difference between the actual complexity ratings and model based predictions were smaller for the DD based model. This implies that the DD based model is better at predicting complexity than the model based only on the aircraft count. 
Results of DD Prediction Model
The DD researchers were interested in . determining if DD representing complexity could be predicted ahead of time. Therefore, they developed another DD equation on the fmt group of data. The purpose of this equation was to predict DD up to 120 minutes ahead of an actual instance. If the DD predictions were relatively accurate with larger look-ahead times, they could provide valuable insight and assist in planning trafic flow
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changes, sector level staffing needs, dynamic resectorization, and other operational decisions.
added variable, the original DD equation, the aircraft count based model, and the complexity ratings were compared for accuracy. Figure 4 shows that the model based on DD with look-ahead time included closely follows the complexity ratings (i.e., CSRating). The original DD model used for instantaneous DD performs the worst and further validates that the look-ahead time must be part of the predictions. This indicates that the DD predictions are dependent on the look-ahead time. This makes sense, as more information is available about flights and weather as the prediction horizon narrows down. Tables 9 and 10 show the performance comparisons of DD with look-ahead time based model, the instantaneous DD based model, and the model based on aircraft count only. The mean absolute difference, standard deviation of absolute difference, and the RMS error are all smaller for DD based model with look-ahead time. Hence, the DD based model with look-ahead time seems to better predict the DD up to 120 minutes ahead of an instance. 
--
The DD with look-ahead time model (i.e., prediction intervals built into equation) performs better than a model based on instantaneous DD only. DD appears to be more stable over time than predicted number of aircraft and DD appears to be more accurate over time than predicted number of aircraft.
Overall Conclusions
The DD metrics have promise, most notably as a unified metric with contributing variables from the FAA WJHTCRitan Systems, NASA, and Wyndemeremetron metrics.
The DD metrics perform better than aircraft count which is the basis of the presently used complexity gauge. The models can be further developed and tested with techniques such as neural networks, genetic algorithms, and non-linear regression.
The current study used ETMS as the raw source of traffic data. However, using more frequently updated data, such as System Analysis and Recording, Center TRACON Automation System, or a combination of the above could M e r increase the accuracy of aircraft positions. The researchers recommend using the DD metric in the simulation environment and plan to continue fine tuning the variables and their weights. Subsequently, an operational prototype could be deployed at a test site for hands-on evaluations.
